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FINITE QUASI-QUANTUM GROUPS OF DIAGONAL TYPE†
HUA-LIN HUANG, GONGXIANG LIU, YUPING YANG, AND YU YE
Abstract. The goal of the present paper is to classify an interesting class of elementary quasi-
Hopf algebras, or equivalently, finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras. By a Tannaka-Krein type
duality, this determines a big class of pointed finite tensor categories. Based on some interesting
observations of normalized 3-cocycles on finite abelian groups, we elucidate an explicit connection
between our objective pointed Majid algebras and finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras over
finite abelian groups. With a help of this connection and the successful theory of diagonal Nichols
algebras over abelian groups, we provide a conceptual classification of finite-dimensional graded
pointed Majid algebras of diagonal type. Some efficient methods of construction are also given.
1. Introduction
The classification problem of finite quasi-quantum groups is motivated mainly by the theory of
finite tensor categories [14]. Among which, the classification of elementary quasi-Hopf algebras, or
equivalently finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras, has been paid much attention in the last one
and a half decades. Quite a few examples and classification results of such algebras, and consequently
the associated pointed finite tensor categories, are thus obtained, see e.g. [10, 11, 12, 15, 5]. In these
studies, Etingof and Gelaki’s novel idea of constructing genuine quasi-Hopf algebras from known
pointed Hopf algebras plays a key role. This also builds a substantial connection from pointed finite
tensor categories to the beautiful theory of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras [4, 1], rather
than just making the latter a role model in view of the obvious similarity.
The basic idea of Etingof and Gelaki in [10, 11, 12] is embedding a genuine elementary quasi-Hopf
algebras into an elementary quasi-Hopf algebra, possibly up to twist equivalence. The crux of these
constructions is that there is a resolution for any given 3-cocycle on a cyclic group, namely, for any
3-cocycle σ on Zn = 〈g|gn = 1〉, the pull-back π∗(σ) along the natural projection π : Zn2 → Zn is a
3-coboundary on Zn2 . With this idea, the result of 3-cocycles on abelian groups of form Zm × Zn
obtained in [23] helps us go a step forward in constructing new finite quasi-quantum groups. In
our previous work [24], we give a complete classification of finite-dimensional coradically graded
pointed Majid algebras of rank 2. As a continuation of ibid., this paper aims to classify diagonal
finite quasi-quantum groups of arbitrary rank.
In the present paper we generalize the working spirit of [24] to the relatively general situation.
Hence we need to solve four main problems as follows. The first problem, finding a resolution for
any normalized 3-cocycle, lies basically in cohomology of finite abelian groups. By extending the
idea of [23], we are able to give a unified and explicit formula for a complete set of representatives of
normalized 3-cocycles on any finite abelian groups. Moreover, we show that a 3-cocycle is resolvable
by a finite abelian group if and only if it is abelian and we give an explicit resolution if this is
indeed the case. This is also the essential case where diagonal Nichols algebras occur for twisted
Yetter-Drinfeld categories. For the second problem, to give a clear description of diagonal Nichols
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algebras in the twisted Yetter-Drinfeld category G
G
YDΦ, we transform them to those in the usual
Yetter-Drinfeld category GGYD by a delicate manipulation, where G is a finite abelian group with
canonical projection π : G → G such that π∗(Φ) is a 3-coboundary on G. The possibility of such
a transformation is guaranteed by the first step. Then by combining Heckenberger’s classification
of arithmetic root systems [19], we achieve a complete classification of diagonal Nichols algebras
with arithmetic root systems in G
G
YDΦ. With the transformation, we can also reduce our third
problem of generation into that of Nichols algebras in the usual Yetter-Drinfeld categories of finite
abelian groups. With a help of Angiono’s result [6], we extend the useful idea in [24] to the general
situation and prove that finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras of diagonal type are generated
by group-likes and skew-primitive elements. The second and third steps together provide a complete
classification of finite-dimensional graded pointed Majid algebras of diagonal type in a conceptual
way. Finally we shall need to turn the conceptual classification into an operable construction, our
fourth problem. For any given finite abelian group with fixed 3-cocycle and a compatible arithmetic
root system, the construction is essentially a computational problem of linear congruence equations.
We find two efficient ways, for most cases, to generate series of new genuine finite-dimensional
pointed Majid algebras.
Here is the layout of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminary materials. In Section 3,
we provide an explicit formula for normalized 3-cocycles on finite abelian groups and give resolutions
of the abelian ones via finite abelian groups. In Section 4, we give a complete classification of
diagonal Nichols algebras with arithmetic root system in the twisted Yetter-Drinfeld category GGYDΦ
with Φ nontrivial. Then in Section 5 we classify in a conceptual way all the connected finite-
dimensional graded pointed Majid algebras of diagonal type. Finally in Section 6 we provide some
methods to construct new genuine finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras.
Throughout the paper, k is an algebraically closed field with characteristic zero and all linear
spaces are over k. A left (resp. bi-) G-comodule M , by definition, is a G-graded (resp. bigraded)
space M =
⊕
g∈G
gM (resp. M =
⊕
g,h∈G
gMh). In general, we only deal with homogeneous
elements unless stated otherwise. For convenience, if X ∈ gM (resp. X ∈ gMh) then we use its
lowercase x to denote its degree, that is x = g (resp. x = gh−1). In accordance with our previous
works [20, 21, 22, 24], we only work on pointed Majid algebras. By taking linear dual, one has the
version for elementary quasi-Hopf algebras.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall some preliminary concepts, notations and facts. Clearly, there are some
inevitable overlaps with the counterpart of [24]. For the completeness and for the convenience of
the reader, we remain some materials presented already in loc. cit..
2.1. Majid algebras. By definition, Majid algebras are exactly the dual of Drinfeld’s quasi-Hopf
algebras [8], and can be given as follows.
Definition 2.1. A Majid algebra is a coalgebra (M,∆, ε) equipped with a compatible quasi-algebra
structure and a quasi-antipode. Namely, there exist two coalgebra homomorphisms
M :M⊗M −→M, a⊗ b 7→ ab, µ : k −→M, λ 7→ λ1
M
,
a convolution-invertible map Φ :M⊗3 −→ k called associator, a coalgebra antimorphism S :M −→
M and two functionals α, β :M −→ k such that for all a, b, c, d ∈M the following equalities hold:
a1(b1c1)Φ(a2, b2, c2) = Φ(a1, b1, c1)(a2b2)c2,(2.1)
1
M
a = a = a1
M
,(2.2)
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Φ(a1, b1, c1d1)Φ(a2b2, c2, d2) = Φ(b1, c1, d1)Φ(a1, b2c2, d2)Φ(a2, b3, c3),(2.3)
Φ(a, 1
M
, b) = ε(a)ε(b).(2.4)
S(a1)α(a2)a3 = α(a)1M, a1β(a2)S(a3) = β(a)1M,(2.5)
Φ(a1,S(a3), a5)β(a2)α(a4) = Φ−1(S(a1), a3,S(a5))α(a2)β(a4) = ε(a).(2.6)
Throughout we use the Sweedler sigma notation ∆(a) = a1 ⊗ a2 for the coproduct and a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗
· · · ⊗ an+1 for the result of the n-iterated application of ∆ on a.
Example 2.2. Let G be a group and Φ a normalized 3-cocycle on G. It is well known that the
group algebra kG is a Hopf algebra with ∆(g) = g ⊗ g, S(g) = g−1 and ε(g) = 1 for any g ∈ G.
By extending Φ trilinearly, then Φ: (kG)⊗3 → k becomes a convolution-invertible map. Define two
linear functions α, β : kG → k just by α(g) := ε(g) and β(g) := 1
Φ(g,g−1,g)
for any g ∈ G. Then
kG together with these Φ, α and β becomes a Majid algebra. In the following, this resulting Majid
algebra is denoted by (kG,Φ).
Recall that, a Majid algebra M is said to be pointed if the underlying coalgebra is so. Given a
pointed Majid algebra (M,∆, ε,M, µ,Φ,S, α, β), let {Mn}n≥0 be its coradical filtration, and
grM =M0 ⊕M1/M0 ⊕M2/M1 ⊕ · · ·
the corresponding coradically graded coalgebra. Then naturally grM inherits from M a graded
Majid algebra structure. The corresponding graded associator gr Φ satisfies gr Φ(a¯, b¯, c¯) = 0 for
all homogeneous a¯, b¯, c¯ ∈ grM unless they all lie in M0. Similar condition holds for grα and gr β.
In particular, M0 is a Majid subalgebra and it turns out to be the Majid algebra (kG, gr Φ) for
G = G(M), the set of group-like elements of M. We call a pointed Majid algebra M graded if
M
∼= grM as Majid algebras. One can also see [20] for more details on pointed Majid algebras.
Definition 2.3. Let (M,∆, ε,M, µ,Φ,S, α, β) be a Majid algebra. A convolution-invertible linear
map
J : M⊗M→ k
is called a twisting (or gauge transformation) on M if
J(h, 1) = ε(h) = J(1, h)
for all h ∈M.
Given a Majid algebra M and a twisting J, then one can construct a new Majid algebra MJ as
follows: MJ =M as a coalgebra and the multiplication “ ◦ ” on MJ is given by
(2.7) a ◦ b := J(a1, b1)a2b2J−1(a3, b3)
for all a, b ∈M. The associator ΦJ and the quasi-antipode (SJ , αJ , βJ) are given as:
ΦJ(a, b, c) = J(b1, c1)J(a1, b2c2)Φ(a2, b3, c3)J
−1(a3b4, c4)J
−1(a4, b5),
SJ = S, αJ (a) = J−1(S(a1), a3)α(a2), βJ(a) = J(a1,S(a3))β(a2)
for all a, b, c ∈M.
Definition 2.4. Two Majid algebras M1 and M2 are called twist equivalent if there is a twisting
J on M1 such that M
J
1
∼=M2 as Majid algebras. Denote M1 ∼M2 if M1 is twist equivalent to M2.
We call a Majid algebra M genuine if it is not twist equivalent to a Hopf algebra.
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2.2. Yetter-Drinfeld modules over (kG,Φ). For our purpose, we recall only the definition of
Yetter-Drinfeld modules over Majid algebras of form (kG,Φ) with G an abelian group.
Assume that V is a left kG-comudule with comodule structure map δL : V → kG ⊗ V . Define
gV := {v ∈ V |δL(v) = g ⊗ v} and thus V =
⊕
g∈G
gV. Here we call g the degree of the elements in
gV and denote by deg v = g for v ∈ gV . For the 3-cocycle Φ on G and any g ∈ G, define
(2.8) Φ˜g : G×G→ k∗, (e, f) 7→ Φ(g, e, f)Φ(e, f, g)
Φ(e, g, f)
.
Direct computation shows that
Φ˜g ∈ Z2(G,k∗).
Definition 2.5. A left kG-comudule V is a left-left Yetter-Drinfeld module over (kG,Φ) if each
gV is a projective G-representation with respect to the 2-cocycle Φ˜g, namely the G-action ⊲ on
gV
satisfies
(2.9) e ⊲ (f ⊲ v) = Φ˜g(e, f)(ef) ⊲ v, ∀e, f ∈ G, v ∈ gV.
The category of all left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules is denoted by GGYDΦ. Similarly, one can define
left-right, right-left and right-right Yetter-Drinfeld modules over (kG,Φ). As the familiar Hopf case,
G
GYDΦ is a braided tensor category. More precisely, for any M,N ∈ GGYDΦ, the structure maps of
M ⊗N as a left-left Yetter-Drinfeld module are given by
(2.10) δL(mg ⊗ nh) := gh⊗mg ⊗ nh, x ⊲ (mg ⊗ nh) := Φ˜x(g, h)x ⊲ mg ⊗ x ⊲ nh
for all x, g, h ∈ G and mg ∈ gM, nh ∈ hN . The associativity constraint a and the braiding c of
G
GYDΦ are given respectively by
a((ue ⊗ vf )⊗ wg) = Φ(e, f, g)−1ue ⊗ (vf ⊗ wg)(2.11)
c(ue ⊗ vf ) = e ⊲ vf ⊗ ue(2.12)
for all e, f, g ∈ G, ue ∈ eU, vf ∈ fV , wg ∈ gW and U, V,W ∈ GGYDΦ.
Remark 2.6. A left-left Yetter-Drinfeld module V over (kG,Φ) is called diagonal if every projective
G-representation gV is a direct sum of 1-dimensional projective representations. In this case the
union of a nonzero element of each 1-dimensional projective representation forms a basis of V ,
which is called a canonical basis of V in the paper. We point out that not like the Hopf case, here
the condition of G being abelian can NOT guarantee that every V is diagonal. It turns out that all
V ∈ GGYDΦ are diagonal if and only if Φ is an abelian cocycle, see [29, 27], which is different from
Eilenberg-Mac Lane abelian cocycle [9]. We will discuss these cocycles in detail in Section 3.
2.3. Bosonization for pointed Majid algebras. The theory of bosonization in a broader context
can be found in [26] in terms of braided diagrams. For our purpose, it is enough to focus on the
situation of graded pointed Majid algebras. For the sake of completeness and later applications, we
record in the following some explicit concepts, notations and results without proof.
In the rest of the paper, we always assume that
M =
⊕
i∈N
Mi
is a coradically graded connected pointed Majid algebra with unit 1. So M0 = (kG,Φ) for some
group G together with a 3-cocycle Φ on G. Let π : M→M0 be the canonical projection. Then M
is a kG-bicomodule naturally via
δL := (π ⊗ id)∆, δR := (id⊗π)∆.
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Thus there is a G-bigrading on M, that is,
M =
⊕
g,h∈G
g
M
h
where gMh = {m ∈ M|δL(m) = g ⊗ m, δR(m) = m ⊗ h}. As stated in the last paragraph of
the introductoion, we only deal with homogeneous elements with respect to this G-bigrading in
this subsection. For example, whenever we write ∆(X) = X1 ⊗ X2, all X,X1,X2 are assumed
homogeneous, and for any capital X ∈ gMh, we use its lowercase x to denote gh−1.
Define the coinvariant subalgebra of M by
R := {m ∈M|(id⊗π)∆(m) = m⊗ 1}.
Clearly 1 ∈ R. There is a (kG,Φ)-action on R via
(2.13) f ⊲ X :=
Φ(fg, f−1, f)
Φ(f, f−1, f)
(f ·X) · f−1
for all f, g ∈ G and X ∈ gR. Here · is the multiplication in M. Then (R, δL,✄) is a left-left
Yetter-Drinfeld module over (kG,Φ).
Moreover, there are several natural operations on R inherited from M as follows:
M : R⊗R→ R, (X,Y ) 7→ XY := X · Y ;
u : k→ R, λ 7→ λ1;
∆
R
: R→ R⊗R, X 7→ Φ(x1, x2, x−12 )X1 · x−12 ⊗X2;
ε
R
: R→ k, ε
R
:= ε|
R
;
S
R
: R→ R, X 7→ 1
Φ(x,x−1,x)
x · S(X).
Then it is routine to verify that (R,M, u,∆
R
, ε
R
,S
R
) is a Hopf algebra in GGYDΦ.
Conversely, let H be a Hopf algebra in GGYDΦ. Since H is a left G-comodule, there is a G-grading
on H:
H =
⊕
x∈G
xH
where xH = {X ∈ H|δL(X) = x ⊗X}. As before, we only need to deal with G-homogeneous ele-
ments. As a convention, homogeneous elements in H are denoted by capital letters, say X,Y,Z, . . . ,
and the associated degrees are denoted by their lower cases, say x, y, z, . . . .
For our purpose, we also assume that H is N-graded with H0 = k. If X ∈ Hn, then we say that
X has length n. Moreover, we assume that both gradings are compatible in the sense that
H =
⊕
g∈G
gH =
⊕
g∈G
⊕
n∈N
gHn.
For example, the Hopf algebra R in GGYDΦ considered above satisfies these assumptions as R =⊕
i∈NRi is coradically graded. In this case, we call dimR1 the rank of R and M. For any X ∈ H,
we write its comultiplication as
∆H(X) = X(1) ⊗X(2).
Lemma 2.7. Keep the assumptions on H as above. Define on H ⊗ kG a product by
(2.14) (X ⊗ g)(Y ⊗ h) = Φ(xg, y, h)Φ(x, y, g)
Φ(x, g, y)Φ(xy, g, h)
X(g ⊲ Y )⊗ gh,
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and a coproduct by
(2.15) ∆(X ⊗ g) = Φ(x(1), x(2), g)−1(X(1) ⊗ x(2)g)⊗ (X(2) ⊗ g).
Then H ⊗ kG becomes a graded Majid algebra with a quasi-antipode (S, α, β) given by
S(X ⊗ g) = Φ(g−1,g,g−1)Φ(x−1g−1,xg,g−1)Φ(x,g,g−1)(1⊗ x−1g−1)(SH(X) ⊗ 1),(2.16)
α(1⊗ g) = 1, α(X ⊗ g) = 0,(2.17)
β(1⊗ g) = Φ(g, g−1, g)−1, β(X ⊗ g) = 0,(2.18)
here g, h ∈ G and X,Y are homogeneous elements of length ≥ 1.
In the following, by H#kG we denote the resulting Majid algebra defined on H ⊗ kG.
Proposition 2.8. Let M and R be as before, and R#kG be the Majid algebra as defined in the
previous proposition. Then the map
F : R#kG→M, X ⊗ g 7→ Xg
is an isomorphism of Majid algebras.
2.4. Nichols algebras in GGYDΦ. Nichols algebras can be defined by various equivalent ways, see
for example [3]. Here we adopt the defining method in terms of the universal property. Roughly,
Nichols algebras are the analogue of the usual symmetric algebras in more general braided tensor
categories.
Let V be a nonzero object in GGYDΦ. By TΦ(V ) we denote the tensor algebra in GGYDΦ generated
freely by V. It is clear that TΦ(V ) is isomorphic to
⊕
n≥0 V
⊗−→n as a linear space, where V ⊗
−→n
means (· · · ((︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
V ⊗ V ) ⊗ V ) · · · ⊗ V ). This induces a natural N-graded structure on TΦ(V ). Define
a comultiplication on TΦ(V ) by ∆(X) = X ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ X, ∀X ∈ V, a counit by ε(X) = 0, and an
antipode by S(X) = −X. These provide a graded Hopf algebra structure on TΦ(V ) in the braided
tensor category GGYDΦ.
Definition 2.9. The Nichols algebra B(V ) of V is defined to be the quotient Hopf algebra TΦ(V )/I
in GGYDΦ, where I is the unique maximal graded Hopf ideal generated by homogeneous elements of
degree greater than or equal to 2.
To stress that our Nichols algebras may be nonassociative in some occasions, we will call an
associative Nichols algebra, e.g. B(V ) ∈ GGYD, a usual Nichols algebra. The following definition is
used widely in this paper.
Definition 2.10. Let V ∈ GGYDΦ be a Yetter-Drinfeld module of diagonal type and {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ n}
be a canonical basis of V, and {gi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} is the corresponding degrees, that is δL(Xi) = gi ⊗Xi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we call the subgroup G′ = 〈g1, · · · , gn〉 generated by g1, . . . , gn the support group
of V , which is denoted by GV .
It is obvious that the definition does not depend on the choices of canonical bases and
GV = GB(V ) = GTΦ(V ).
The twisting process for Majid algebras can be transferred to Nichols algebras directly. In fact,
let (V, ⊲, δL) ∈ GGYDΦ, and J a 2-cochain of G. Then we can define a new action ⊲J of G over V by
(2.19) g ⊲J X =
J(g, x)
J(x, g)
g ⊲ X
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for X ∈ V and g ∈ G. We denote (V, ⊲J , δL) by V J and by definition we have V J ∈ GGYDΦ∗∂(J).
Moreover there is a tensor equivalence (FJ , ϕ0, ϕ2) :
G
GYDΦ → GGYDΦ∗∂(J) which takes V to V J and
ϕ2(U, V ) : (U ⊗ V )J → UJ ⊗ V J , Y ⊗ Z 7→ J(y, z)−1Y ⊗ Z
for Y ∈ U, Z ∈ V.
Let B(V ) be a usual Nichols algebra in GGYD, then it is clear that B(V )J is a Hopf algebra in
G
GYD∂J with multiplication ◦ determined by
(2.20) X ◦ Y = J(x, y)XY
for all homogenous elements X,Y ∈ B(V ), here x = degX, y = deg Y. Using the same terminology as
Majid algebras or quasi-Hopf algebras, we call B(V ) and B(V )J are twist equivalent. The following
result is obvious, but important for our exposition.
Lemma 2.11. The twisting B(V )J of B(V ) is a Nichols algebra in GGYD∂J and B(V )J ∼= B(V J).
2.5. Arithmetic root systems and generalized Dynkin diagrams. Arithmetic root systems
are invariants of Nichols algebras of diagonal type with certain finiteness property. A complete
classification of arithmetic root systems was given by Heckenberger [19]. This is a crucial ingredient
for the classification program of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras, and turns out to be
equally important in the broader situation of pointed Majid algebras.
Suppose B(V ) is a usual Nichols algebra of diagonal type in GGYD. Let {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a
canonical basis of V with δl(Xi) = hi ⊗Xi. The structure constants of B(V ) are {qij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}
such that hi ⊲ Xj = qijXj . Let E = {ei|1 ≤ i ≤ d} be a canonical basis of Zn, and χ be a
bicharacter of Zn determined by χ(ei, ej) = qij. As defined in [16, Sec.3], △+(B(V )) is the set
of degrees of the (restricted) Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt generators counted with multiplicities and
△(B(V )) := △+(B(V ))⋃− △+ (B(V )), which is called the root system of B(V ). Moreover, the
triple (△ = △(B(V ), χ,E)) is called an arithmetic root system of B(V ) if the corresponding Weyl
groupoidWχ,E is full and finite, see [18, Sec.2,3]. In this case, we denote this arithmetic root system
by △(B(V ))χ,E for brevity. If there is another arithmetic root system △χ′,E′ , and an isomorphism
τ : Zn → Zn such that
τ(E) = E′, χ′(τ(e), τ(e)) = χ(e, e),
χ′(τ(e1), τ(e2))χ
′(τ(e2), τ(e1)) = χ(e1, e2)χ
′(e2, e1),
then we say that △χ,E and △χ′,E′ are twist equivalent.
A generalized Dynkin diagram is an invariant of arithmetic root systems, and it can determine
arithmetic root systems up to twist equivalence.
Definition 2.12. The generalized Dynkin diagram of an arithmetic root system △χ,E is a nondi-
rected graph Dχ,E with the following properties:
1) There is a bijective map φ from I = {1, 2, . . . , d} to the set of vertices of Dχ,E.
2) For all 1 ≤ i ≤ d, the vertex φ(i) is labelled by qii.
3) For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d, the number nij of edges between φ(i) and φ(j) is either 0 or 1. If i = j
or qijqji = 1 then nij = 0, otherwise nij = 1 and the edge is labelled by q˜ij = qijqji for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
An arithmetic root system is called connected provided the corresponding generalized Dynkin
diagram Dχ,E is connected. All the connected arithmetic root systems are classified and the corre-
sponding generalized Dynkin diagrams are listed in [17, 19].
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3. Normalized 3-cocycles over finite abelian groups
The aim of this section is threefold: Firstly, we will give a unified formula for 3-cocycles over
a finite abelian group; Secondly, we want to develop a method to determine when a 3-cocycle
is a coboundary; At last, we want to discuss the “resolution” problem, i.e., for every 3-cocycle
Φ on Z
m1
× · · · × Z
mn, is there a bigger abelian group G together with a group epimorphism
π : G→ Z
m1
×· · ·×Z
mn such that the pull-back π
∗(Φ) is a coboundary on G? From which, we find
that there are essential differences between different 3-cocycles and we get the definition of abelian
cocycles again, which was already discussed by Ng [29] and Mason-Ng [27].
3.1. A unified formula for 3-cocycles. Let G be a group and (B•, ∂•) its bar resolution. By
applying Hom
ZG(−,k∗) we get a complex (B∗• , ∂∗• ), where k∗ = k \ {0} is a trivial G-module.
Now let G be a finite abelian group. Thus G ∼= Zm1 × · · · × Zmk . For every Zmi , we fix a
generator gi throughout this paper for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. It is known, see e.g. [30, Sec. 6.2], that the
following periodic sequence is a projective resolution for the trivial Zmi-module Z :
(3.1) · · · −→ ZZmi Ti−→ ZZmi Ni−→ ZZmi Ti−→ ZZmi Ni−→ Z −→ 0,
where Ti = gi − 1 and Ni =
∑mi−1
j=0 g
j
i .
We construct the tensor product of the above periodic resolutions for G. Let K• be the following
complex of projective (in fact, free) ZG-modules. For each sequence a1, . . . , ak of nonnegative
integers, let Ψ(a1, . . . , ak) be a free generator in degree a1 + · · ·+ ak. Define:
Km :=
⊕
a1+···+ak=m
(ZG)Ψ(a1, . . . , ak),
and
di(Ψ(a1, . . . , ak)) =

0, ai = 0,
(−1)
∑
l<i alNiΨ(a1, . . . , ai − 1, . . . , ak), 0 6= ai even,
(−1)
∑
l<i alTiΨ(a1, . . . , ai − 1, . . . , ak), ai odd,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The differential d is defined to be d1 + · · · + dk.
Lemma 3.1. (K•, d) is a free resolution of the trivial ZG-module Z.
Proof. Observer that (K•, d) is exactly the tensor product of the complexes (3.1). Thus the lemma
follows from the Ku¨nneth formula for complexes, see [30, (3.6.3)]. 
For convenience, we fix the following notations. For any 1 ≤ r ≤ k, define Ψr := Ψ(0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)
where 1 lies in the r-th position. For any 1 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ k, define Ψr,s := Ψ(0, . . . , 1, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)
where 1 lies in both the r-th and the s-th position if r < s and Ψr,r := Ψ(0, . . . , 2, . . . , 0) where
2 lies in the r-th position. Similarly, one can define Ψr,s,t,Ψr,s,s,Ψr,r,s and Ψr,r,r for 1 ≤ r ≤ k,
1 ≤ r < s ≤ k and 1 ≤ r < s < r ≤ k. One could even define Ψi,j,s,t,Ψi,i,j,s, Ψi,j,s,s, Ψi,j,j,s, Ψi,i,j,j,
Ψi,i,i,j, Ψi,j,j,j, and Ψi,i,i,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, 1 ≤ i < j < s ≤ k and 1 ≤ i < j < s < t ≤ k
respectively. Now it it clear that any cochain f ∈ Hom
ZG(K3, k
∗) is uniquely determined by its
values on Ψr,s,t,Ψr,s,s,Ψr,r,s and Ψr,r,r for 1 ≤ r ≤ k, 1 ≤ r < s ≤ k and 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ k. For
such numbers, we let fr,s,t = f(Ψr,s,t), fr,s,s = f(Ψr,s,s), fr,r,s = f(Ψr,r,s) and fr,r,r = f(Ψr,r,r).
Lemma 3.2. The 3-cochain f ∈ Hom
ZG(K3,k
∗) is a cocycle if and only if for all 1 ≤ r ≤ k,
1 ≤ r < s ≤ k and 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ k,
(3.2) fmrr,r,r = 1, f
mr
r,s,sf
ms
r,r,s = 1, f
mr
r,s,t = f
ms
r,s,t = f
mt
r,s,t = 1.
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Proof. The proof follows by direct computations. By definition, the cochain f is a 3-cocycle if and
only if 1 = d∗(f)(Ψi,j,s,t) = f(d(Ψi,j,s,t)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ s ≤ t ≤ k. For any a ∈ k∗, it is clear
that Ti · a = 1 since k∗ is considered as a trivial G-module. Therefore we only need to consider the
condition 1 = d∗(f)(Ψi,j,s,t) in the cases: i = j = s = t, i = j < s < t, i < j = s < t, i < j < s = t
and i = j < s = t respectively. In case i = j = s = t, we have 1 = d∗(f)(Ψi,i,i,i) = f(NiΨi,i,i) =
Ni · fi,i,i = fmii,i,i. Similarly, if i = j < s < t, we have fmii,s,t = 1. If i < j = s < t, then we have
f
−mj
i,j,t = 1. In case i < j < s = t, we then have f
ms
i,j,s = 1. Finally, if i = j < s = t, we have
fmii,s,sf
ms
i,i,s = 1. Now it is easy to see that these relations are the same as in Equation (3.2). 
Lemma 3.3. The 3-cochain f ∈ Hom
ZG(K3,k
∗) is a coboundary if and only if for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k,
there are gi,j ∈ k∗ such that
(3.3) fi,i,j = g
mi
i,j , fi,j,j = g
−mj
i,j , and fl,l,l = 1 fr,s,t = 1,
for 1 ≤ l ≤ k, and 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ k.
Proof. By definition, f is a coboundary if and only if f = d∗(g) for some 2-cochain g ∈ Hom
ZG(K2,k
∗).
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k, let gi,j := g(Ψi,j). Since Tl · a = 1 for any a ∈ k∗, we have d∗(g)(Ψr,s,t) =
d∗(g)(Ψl,l,l) = 1 for 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ k and 1 ≤ l ≤ k. Now for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, fi,i,j =
d∗(g)(Ψi,i,j) = g(NiΨi,j + TjΨi,i) = g
mi
i,j and fi,j,j = d
∗(g)(Ψi,j,j) = g(TiΨj,j −NjΨi,j) = g−mji,j . 
For a set of natural numbers s1, . . . , st, by (s1, . . . , st) we denote their greatest common divisor.
Proposition 3.4.
H3(G,k∗) ∼=
n∏
i=1
Zmi ×
n∏
1≤i<j≤n
Z(mi,mj) ×
n∏
1≤i<j<k≤n
Z(mi,mj ,mk).
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, for a 3-cocycle f one can assume that fl,l,l is an ml-th root of
unity and fi,j,k is an (mi,mj ,mk)-th root of unity for all 1 ≤ l ≤ n and 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n. By
Lemma 3.3, one can take gi,j = f
− 1
mj
i,j,j and thus one can assume that fi,j,j = 1 and g
mj
i,j = 1 for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. By fmii,j,jf
mj
i,i,j = 1, one has f
mj
i,i,j = 1. Therefore, H
3(G,k∗) must be a quotient group
of
∏n
i=1 Zmi ×
∏n
1≤i<j≤n Zmj ×
∏n
1≤i<j<k≤n Z(mi,mj ,mk). Using the second relation in (3.3), one may
even assume that fmii,i,j = 1. So the proposition is proved. 
For any natural number m, once and for all we fix ζm to be a primitive m-th root of unity.
Corollary 3.5. The followingf ∈ HomZG(K3,k∗)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
fl,l,l = ζ
al
ml
, fi,i,j = ζ
aij
mj , fi,j,j = 1, fr,s,t = ζ
arst
(mr ,ms,mt)
for 1 ≤ l ≤ n, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n, and
0 ≤ al < ml, 0 ≤ aij < (mi,mj), 0 ≤ arst < (mr,ms,mt)

makes a complete set of representatives of 3-cocycles of the complex (K∗• , d
∗
•).
Next, we want to construct a chain map. We need some more notations to present the chain
map. For any positive integers s and t, let [ s
t
] denote the integer part of s
t
and let s′t denote the
remainder of division of s by t. When there is no risk of confusion, we drop the subscript and write
simply s′. The following observation is useful in later arguments.
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Lemma 3.6. For any three natural numbers s, t, r, one has
(3.4) [
s+ t′r
r
] = [
s+ t
r
]− [ t
r
].
Proof. [ s+t
′
r
r
] = [
s+t−[ t
r
]r
r
] = [ s+t
r
]− [ t
r
]. 
Now we are ready to give a chain map, up to the third term for our purpose, from the normalized
bar resolution (B•, ∂•) to the tensor resolution (K•, d•). Recall that Bm is the free ZG-module on
the set of all symbols [h1, . . . , hm] with hi ∈ G and m ≥ 1. In case m = 0, the symbol [ ] denote
1 ∈ ZG and the map ∂0 = ǫ : B0 → Z sends [ ] to 1.
We define the following three morphisms of ZG-modules:
F1 : B1 −→ K1
[gi11 · · · ginn ] 7→
n∑
s=1
is−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gαss Ψs;
F2 : B2 −→ K2
[gi11 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn ] 7→
n∑
s=1
gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
]Ψs,s
−
∑
1≤s<t≤n
js−1∑
αs=0
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss gβtt Ψs,t;
F3 : B3 −→ K3
[gi11 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ] 7→
n∑
r=1
[
jr + kr
mr
]gj1+k11 · · · gjr−1+kr−1r−1
ir−1∑
βr=0
gi11 · · · gir−1r−1 gβrr Ψr,r,r +
∑
1≤r<t≤n
[
jr + kr
mr
]gj1+k11 · · · gjr−1+kr−1r−1
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt Ψr,r,t +
∑
1≤r<t≤n
[
it + jt
mt
]gi1+j11 · · · git−1+jt−1t−1
kr−1∑
γr=0
gk11 · · · gkr−1r−1 gγrr Ψr,t,t −
∑
1≤r<s<t≤n
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt
js−1∑
αs=0
gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss
kr−1∑
γr=0
gk11 · · · gkr−1r−1 gγrr Ψr,s,t
for 0 ≤ il, jl, kl < ml and 1 ≤ l ≤ n.
Proposition 3.7. The following diagram is commutative
· · · ✲ B3 ✲ B2 ✲ B1 ✲ B0 ✲ Z ✲ 0
· · · ✲K3 ✲ K2 ✲ K1 ✲ K0 ✲ Z ✲ 0
❄ ❄ ❄
∂3 ∂2 ∂1
d d d
F3 F2 F1
Proof. The proof is by direct but very complicated computation. The essence of the proposition lies
in figuring out the morphisms F1, F2 and F3 in the first place. We hope that the proof may shed
some light on the construction of them. The proof is naturally divided into three parts.
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Claim 1: dF1 = ∂1. Take any generator [g
i1
1 · · · ginn ] ∈ B1, then ∂1([gi11 · · · ginn ]) = (gi11 · · · ginn −
1)Ψ(0, . . . , 0). And,
dF1([g
i1
1 · · · ginn ]) = d(
n∑
s=1
is−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gαss Ψs)
=
n∑
s=1
is−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gαss (gs − 1)Ψ(0, . . . , 0)
=
n∑
s=1
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 (giss − 1)Ψ(0, . . . , 0)
= (gi11 · · · ginn − 1)Ψ(0, . . . , 0).
Claim 2: dF2 = F1∂2. For any generator [g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn ], we have
F1∂2([g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn ])
= F1(g
i1
1 · · · ginn [gj11 · · · gjnn ]− [gi1+j11 · · · gin+jnn ] + [gi11 · · · ginn ])
= gi11 · · · ginn
n∑
s=1
js−1∑
αs=0
gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss Ψs
−
n∑
s=1
(is+js)′−1∑
αs=0
gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 gαss Ψs
+
n∑
s=1
is−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gαss Ψs.
Fix any s, the coefficient of Ψs is
gi11 · · · ginn
js−1∑
αs=0
gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss
−gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 (
is+js−1∑
αs=0
gαss − [
is + js
ms
]Ns)(3.5)
+
is−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gαss .
Now consider dF2. We have
dF2([g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn ])
= d(
n∑
s=1
gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
]Ψs,s)
−d(
∑
1≤s<t≤n
js−1∑
αs=0
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss gβtt Ψs,t).
In this expression, the coefficient of Ψs is
gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
]Ns
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−
∑
1≤t<s
is−1∑
βs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gj11 · · · gjt−1t−1 (gjtt − 1)gβss
+
∑
s<t≤n
js−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss (gitt − 1)
= gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
]Ns
−
is−1∑
βs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 (gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 − 1)gβss
+
js−1∑
αs=0
(gi11 · · · ginn − gi11 · · · giss )gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss
= gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
]Ns
−
is+js−1∑
βs=0
gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 gβss
+
js−1∑
αs=0
gi11 · · · ginn gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss +
is−1∑
βs=0
gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 gβss ,
which is clearly identical with (3.5). So we have dF2 = F1∂2.
Claim 3: dF3 = F2∂3. Similarly, for any generator [g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ], we have
F2∂3([g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ])
= F2(g
i1
1 · · · ginn [gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ]− [gi1+j11 · · · gin+jnn , gk11 · · · gknn ])
+F2([g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj1+k11 · · · gjn+knn ]− [gi11 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn ])
= gi11 · · · ginn
n∑
s=1
gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1 [
js + ks
ms
]Ψs,s
−gi11 · · · ginn
∑
1≤s<t≤n
ks−1∑
αs=0
jt−1∑
βt=0
gj11 · · · gjt−1t−1 gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gαss gβtt Ψs,t
−
n∑
s=1
gi1+j1+k11 · · · gis−1+js−1+ks−1s−1 [
(is + js)
′ + ks
ms
]Ψs,s
+
∑
1≤s<t≤n
ks−1∑
αs=0
(it+jt)′−1∑
βt=0
gi1+j11 · · · git−1+jt−1t−1 gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gαss gβtt Ψs,t
+
n∑
s=1
gi1+j1+k11 · · · gis−1+js−1+ks−1s−1 [
is + (js + ks)
′
ms
]Ψs,s
−
∑
1≤s<t≤n
(js+ks)′−1∑
αs=0
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1 gαss gβtt Ψs,t
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−
n∑
s=1
gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
]Ψs,s
+
∑
1≤s<t≤n
js−1∑
αs=0
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss gβtt Ψs,t.
Note that in (is + js)
′ we drop the subscript ms. In the previous expression, for any 1 ≤ s ≤ n, the
coefficient of Ψs,s is
gi11 · · · ginn gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1 [
js + ks
ms
]
+gi1+j1+k11 · · · gis−1+js−1+ks−1s−1 ([
is + js
ms
]− [js + ks
ms
])(3.6)
−gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 [
is + js
ms
],
where Lemma 3.6 is applied. For any 1 ≤ s < t ≤ n, the coefficient of Ψs,t is
−gi11 · · · ginn
ks−1∑
αs=0
jt−1∑
βt=0
gj11 · · · gjt−1t−1 gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gαss gβtt
+
ks−1∑
αs=0
gi1+j11 · · · git−1+jt−1t−1 gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gαss (
it+jt−1∑
βt=0
gβtt − [
it + jt
mt
]Nt)(3.7)
−
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1 (
js+ks−1∑
αs=0
gαss − [
js + ks
ms
]Ns)
+
js−1∑
αs=0
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss gβtt .
For dF3, we have
dF3([g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ])
= d(
n∑
r=1
[
jr + kr
mr
]gj1+k11 · · · gjr−1+kr−1r−1
ir−1∑
βr=0
gi11 · · · gir−1r−1 gβrr Ψr,r,r) +
d(
∑
1≤r<t≤n
[
jr + kr
mr
]gj1+k11 · · · gjr−1+kr−1r−1
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt Ψr,r,t) +
d(
∑
1≤r<t≤n
[
it + jt
mt
]gi1+j11 · · · git−1+jt−1t−1
kr−1∑
γr=0
gk11 · · · gkr−1r−1 gγrr Ψr,t,t)−
d(
∑
1≤r<s<t≤n
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt
js−1∑
αs=0
gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss
kr−1∑
γr=0
gk11 · · · gkr−1r−1 gγrr Ψr,s,t).
Note that the coefficient of Ψs,s is
[
js + ks
ms
]gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1 gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 (giss − 1)
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+
∑
s<t≤n
[
js + ks
ms
]gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1r−1 gi11 · · · git−1t−1 (gitt − 1)
+
∑
1≤r<s
[
is + js
ms
]gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 gk11 · · · gkr−1r−1 (gkrr − 1)
= [
js + ks
ms
]gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1 gi11 · · · gis−1s−1 (giss − 1)
+[
js + ks
ms
]gj1+k11 · · · gjs−1+ks−1r−1 (gi11 · · · ginn − gi11 · · · giss )
+[
is + js
ms
]gi1+j11 · · · gis−1+js−1s−1 (gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 − 1),
which clearly is equal to (3.6).
Finally we consider the coefficient of Ψs,t for 1 ≤ s < t ≤ n, which is
[
js + ks
ms
]Nsg
j1+k1
1 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt
+[
it + jt
mt
]Ntg
i1+j1
1 · · · git−1+jt−1t−1
ks−1∑
γs=0
gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gγss
−
∑
1≤r<s<t
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt
js−1∑
αs=0
gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss gk11 · · · gkr−1r−1 (gkrr − 1)
+
∑
s<r<t
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt gj11 · · · gjr−1r−1 (gjrr − 1)
ks−1∑
γs=0
gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gγss
−
∑
s<t<r
gi11 · · · gir−1r−1 (girr − 1)
jt−1∑
αt=0
gj11 · · · gjt−1t−1 gαtt
ks−1∑
γs=0
gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gγss
= [
js + ks
ms
]Nsg
j1+k1
1 · · · gjs−1+ks−1s−1
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt
+[
it + jt
mt
]Ntg
i1+j1
1 · · · git−1+jt−1t−1
ks−1∑
γs=0
gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gγss
−
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt
js−1∑
αs=0
gj11 · · · gjs−1s−1 gαss (gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 − 1)
+
it−1∑
βt=0
gi11 · · · git−1t−1 gβtt (gj11 · · · gjt−1t−1 − gj11 · · · gjss )
ks−1∑
γs=0
gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gγss
−(gi11 · · · ginn − gi11 · · · gitt )
jt−1∑
αt=0
gj11 · · · gjt−1t−1 gαtt
ks−1∑
γs=0
gk11 · · · gks−1s−1 gγss .
It is not hard to see that this is equal to (3.7). Therefore, dF3 = F2∂3.
The proof is completed. 
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Now we are able to accomplish the main task with a help of the results obtained above. Define
A to be the set of all sequences like
(3.8) (a1, . . . , al, . . . , an, a12, . . . , aij , . . . , an−1,n, a123, . . . , arst, . . . , an−2,n−1,n)
such that 0 ≤ al < ml, 0 ≤ aij < (mi,mj), 0 ≤ arst < (mr,ms,mt) for 1 ≤ l ≤ n, 1 ≤ i < j ≤
n, 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n where aij and arst are ordered by the lexicographic order. In the following,
the sequence (3.8) is denoted by a for short.
For any a ∈ A, define a ZG-module morphism:
Φa : B3 −→ k∗
[gi11 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ] 7→(3.9)
n∏
l=1
ζ
alil[
jl+kl
ml
]
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n
ζ
astit[
js+ks
ms
]
mt
∏
1≤r<s<t≤n
ζ−arstkrjsit(mr ,ms,mt).
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and G =
Zm1 × · · · × Zmn . Then {Φa|a ∈ A} is a complete set of representatives of normalized 3-cocycles on
G.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 3.5 and the definition of the map F3 given in
Proposition 3.7. 
3.2. 3-coboundary. Later on, we will encounter the following problem: Given a 3-cocycle of the
complex (B∗• , ∂
∗
•), we have to determine whether it is a 3-coboundary or not. In this subsection, we
want to solve this problem in case G is a finite abelian group. In fact, Lemma 3.3 already provides
us an easy way. For the bar resolution, it is sufficient to give a chain map from (K•, d•) to (B•, ∂•),
which is a kind of inverse of the chain map defined in the previous subsection and thus becomes
much simpler. We use the following three morphisms of ZG-modules defined in [25, Section 2]:
F1 : K1 −→ B1, Ψr 7→ [gr];
F2 : K2 −→ B2,
Ψr,s 7→ [gr, gs]− [gs, gr],
Ψr,r 7→
mr−1∑
l=0
[glr, gr];
F3 : K3 −→ B3,
Ψr,s,t 7→ [gr, gs, gt]− [gs, gr, gt]− [gr, gt, gs],
[gt, gr, gs] + [gs, gt, gr]− [gt, gs, gr],
Ψr,r,s 7→
mr−1∑
l=0
([glr, gr, gs]− [glr, gs, gr] + [gs, glr, gr]),
Ψr,s,s 7→
ms−1∑
l=0
([gr, g
l
s, gs]− [gls, gr, gs] + [gls, gs, gr]),
Ψr,r,r 7→
mr−1∑
l=0
[gr, g
l
r, gr],
for 0 ≤ r ≤ k, 0 ≤ r < s ≤ k and 0 ≤ r < s < t ≤ k.
Lemma 3.9. The following diagram is commutative:
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· · · ✲K3 ✲ K2 ✲ K1 ✲ K0 ✲ Z ✲ 0
· · · ✲ B3 ✲ B2 ✲ B1 ✲ B0 ✲ Z ✲ 0
❄ ❄ ❄
d d d
∂3 ∂2 ∂1
F3 F2 F1
Proof. The proof is routine and indeed becomes much easier, so we omit it. 
Corollary 3.10. Let φ ∈ B∗3 be a 3-cocycle. Then φ is a 3-coboundary if and only if F ∗3 (φ) is a
3-coboundary.
Proof. Follows from the fact that F ∗3 induces an isomorphism between 3-cohomology groups. 
3.3. Abelian cocycles. We start with the definition of abelian cocycles. For this, we need to
recall the definition of the twisted quantum double. The twisted quantum double DΦ(G) of G with
respect to the 3-cocycle Φ over G is the semisimple quasi-Hopf algebra with underlying vector space
(kG)∗ ⊗ kG in which multiplication, comultiplication ∆, associator φ, counit ε, antipode S, α and
β are given by
(e(g) ⊗ x)(e(h) ⊗ y) = θg(x, y)δgx,he(g) ⊗ xy,
∆(e(g) ⊗ x) =
∑
hk=g
γx(h, k)e(h) ⊗ x⊗ e(k) ⊗ x,
φ =
∑
g,h,k∈G
Φ(g, h, k)−1e(g) ⊗ 1⊗ e(h)⊗ 1⊗ e(k)⊗ 1,
S(e(g) ⊗ x) = θg−1(x, x−1)−1γx(g, g−1)−1e(x−1g−1x)⊗ x−1,
ε(e(g) ⊗ x) = δg,1, α = 1, β =
∑
g∈G
Φ(g, g−1, g)e(g) ⊗ 1,
where {e(g)|g ∈ G} is the dual basis of {g|g ∈ G}, δg,1 is the Kronecker delta, gx = x−1gx, and
θg(x, y) =
Φ(g, x, y)Φ(x, y, (xy)−1gxy)
Φ(x, x−1gx, y)
,
γg(x, y) =
Φ(x, y, g)Φ(g, g−1xg, g−1yg)
Φ(x, g, g−1yg)
for any x, y, g ∈ G (cf. [7]).
Clearly, M is a left DΦ(G)-module if and only if M is a left-left Yetter-Drinfeld module over
(kG,Φ) as defined in the previous section. For our purpose, we prefer the following equivalent
definition of abelian cocycles via twisted quantum doubles appeared in [27].
Definition 3.11. A 3-cocycle Φ over G is called abelian if DΦ(G) is a commutative algebra.
Remark 3.12. Abelian cocycles of the previous form and some related properties were discussed by
Ng [29] and by Ng-Mason [27]. In [29], Ng gave a quite symmetric description of abelian cocycles.
Note that the Eilenberg-Mac Lane abelian cocycles [9] are different from the present ones. Recall
that, an Eilenberg-Mac Lane abelian cocycle is a pair (Φ, d) where Φ ∈ Z3(G,k∗) and d is a braiding
which is compatible with Φ. But, we still have the following observation: if (Φ, d) is an Eilenberg-
Mac Lane abelian cocycle, then Φ must be an abelian cocycle in our sense. As this fact is not
necessary for our following discussions, here we won’t provide a proof.
As a direct consequence of this definition, we have the following conclusion.
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Corollary 3.13. Every Yetter-Drinfeld module over (kG,Φ) is diagonal if and only if Φ is abelian.
Now we go back to the situation where G is an abelian group. So G ∼= Z
m1
× · · · × Z
mn with
mj ∈ N for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and mi|mi+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let gi be a generator of Zmi. By
Proposition 3.8, we can assume that Φ = Φa for some a ∈ A. Using our formula of 3-cocycles, we
have the following conclusion which provides us a quite explicit description of abelian cocycles.
Proposition 3.14. The 3-cocycle Φa is abelian if and only if arst = 0 for all 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n.
Proof. “⇐:” If all arst = 0, then by (3.9) it is not hard to find that
Φa(x, y, z) = Φa(x, z, y)
for x, y, z ∈ G. From this, we can find that
θg(x, y) = θg(y, x)
for g, x, y ∈ G, which implies that DΦa(G) is a commutative.
“⇒:” If arst 6= 0 for some r < s < t. For simple, assume that a123 6= 0. Through direct
computations, we have
θ
g1
(g2,g3) = 1, θg1(g3,g2) = ζ
−a123
m1
.
This implies that
(e(g1)⊗ g2)(e(g1)⊗ g3) 6= (e(g1)⊗ g3)(e(g1)⊗ g2).

3.4. Resolution. Let G = Z
m1
× · · · × Z
mn as before and Φa be an abelian 3-cocycle of G. One
of our key observations is that Φa can be “resolved” in a slightly bigger abelian group G. More
precisely, take G = Zm1 × · · · × Zmn for mi = m2i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). As before, let gi (resp. gi) be
a generator of Z
mi
(resp. Zmi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Using such notations, we have a canonical group
epimorphism:
π : G→ G, gi 7→ gi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
From this map, we can pull back the 3-cocycles of G and get many 3-cocycles over G. That is, the
map
π∗(Φa) : G×G×G→ k∗, (g, h, z) 7→ Φa(π(g), π(h), π(z)), g, h, z ∈ G
is a 3-cocycle of G. Our observation is that π∗(Φa) is indeed a boundary. In fact, consider the
following map
(3.10) Ja : G×G→ k∗; (gx11 · · · gxnn , gy11 · · · gynn ) 7→
n∏
l=1
ζ
alxl(yl−y
′
l
)
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n
ζastxt(ys−y
′
s)
msmt
where y′i is the remainder of yi divided by mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Here for simple, we just take ζt = e
2pii
t
for t ∈ N. Thus, we have
Proposition 3.15. The differential of Ja equals to π
∗(Φa), that is
∂(Ja) = π
∗(Φa).
Proof. Indeed,
∂(Ja)(g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn )
=
Ja(g
j1
1 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn )Ja(gi11 · · · ginn , gj1+k11 · · · gjn+knn )
Ja(g
i1+j1
1 · · · gin+jnn , gk11 · · · gknn )Ja(gi11 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn )
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=
∏n
l=1 ζ
aljl(kl−k
′
l
)
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n ζ
astjt(ks−k′s)
msmt
∏n
l=1 ζ
alil(jl+kl−(jl+kl)
′)
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n ζ
astit(js+ks−(js+ks)′)
msmt∏n
l=1 ζ
al(il+jl)(kl−k
′
l
)
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n ζ
ast(it+jt)(ks−k′s)
msmt
∏n
l=1 ζ
alil(jl−j
′
l
)
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n ζ
astit(js−j′s)
msmt
=
n∏
l=1
ζ
alil(j
′
l
+k′
l
−(jl+kl)
′)
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n
ζastit(j
′
s+k
′
s−(js+ks)
′)
msmt
=
n∏
l=1
ζ
ali
′
l
[
j′
l
+k′
l
ml
]
ml
∏
1≤s<t≤n
ζ
asti
′
t[
j′s+k
′
s
ms
]
mt
= π∗(Φa)(g
i1
1 · · · ginn , gj11 · · · gjnn , gk11 · · · gknn ).

Although the above conclusion is true for abelian 3-cocycles, it does not hold for non-abelian
3-cocycles. Precisely, let Φ be a non-abelian 3-cocycle on G. Then we will show that there does
not exist any finite abelian group G′ such that there is a group epimorphism π : G′ → G making
π∗(Φ) to be a coboundary (this is a surprising phenomenon, at least, to us). To prove this fact, we
start with the following special case at first, then reduce the general case to this special case.
Lemma 3.16. Let Φa be a non-abelian 3-cocycle on G. Suppose that we have a group epimorphism
π : Zl1 × · · · × Zln = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉 → G = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉, gi 7→ gi,
then π∗(Φa) is not a coboundary on Zl1 × · · · × Zln.
Proof. Since Φa is not an abelian cocycle, there are r < s < t such that arst 6= 0 by Proposition
3.14. Without loss of generality, we assume that a123 6= 0. Assume that π∗(Φa) is a coboundary. By
Corollary 3.10, F ∗3 (π
∗(Φa)) is coboundary and then Lemma 3.3 implies that F
∗
3 (π
∗(Φa))1,2,3 = 1.
But, direct computation shows that
F ∗3 (π
∗(Φa))1,2,3 = F
∗
3 (π
∗(Φa))(Ψ1,2,3)
= π∗(Φa)([g1, g2, g3]− [g2, g1, g3]− [g1, g3, g2] + [g3, g1, g2] + [g2, g3, g1]− [g3, g2, g1])
= Φa([g1,g2,g3]− [g2,g1,g3]− [g1,g3,g2] + [g3,g1,g2] + [g2,g3,g1]− [g3,g2,g1])
= ζa123
m1
6= 1.
That’s a direct contradiction. 
Proposition 3.17. Let Φa be a non-abelian 3-cocycle on G and G be an arbitrary finite abelian
group. Suppose that we have a group epimorphism π : G։ G, then π∗(Φa) is not a coboundary on
G.
Proof. On the contrary, assume that π∗(Φa) is a coboundary on G. Let gi be a preimage of gi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let G1 be the subgroup generated by g1, . . . , gn and so we have a group embedding
ι : G1 → G. Assume that ord(gi) = li, then clearly we have the following group epimorphism
π′ : Zl1 × · · · × Zln = 〈h1〉 × · · · × 〈hn〉։ G1, hi 7→ gi.
Define f1 := ι ◦ π′ : Zl1 × · · · ×Zln → G and f := π ◦ f1. Note that by definition, the map f is given
by
Zl1 × · · · × Zln → G, gi 7→ gi, (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
If π∗(Φa) is a coboundary on G, then f
∗
1 (π
∗(Φa)) = f
∗(Φa) is still a coboundary. But this is absurd
by Lemma 3.16.

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4. Nichols algebras of diagonal type in G
G
YDΦ.
The aim of this section is to give a classification of the Nichols algebras of diagonal type with
arithmetic root system in G
G
YDΦ. The idea to realize our purpose consists of five steps. Firstly, we
can assume that the support group of B(V ) is G, and from this assumption we can prove that Φ
must be an abelian 3-cocycle over G. Secondly, we will develop a technique to change the base group
fromG to a bigger one G together with a group epimorphism π : G→ G. Thirdly, we will show that
any Nichols algebra B(V ) in G
G
YDΦ is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra in GGYDpi
∗(Φ), which is thus
twist equivalent to a usual Nichols algebra by Proposition 3.15. Fourthly, we want to get a return
ticket, that is, we will give a sufficient and necessary condition to determine when a Nichols algebra
in G
G
YDpi∗(Φ) is isomorphic to one in G
G
YDΦ. Finally, combining these results and Heckenberger’s
classification of arithmetic root systems, we obtain the classification of Nichols algebras of diagonal
type with arithmetic root system in G
G
YDΦ.
4.1. Start points. We give two conclusions as our preparations for classification. At first, we will
prove that any Nichols algebras of diagonal type can be realized in G
G
YDΦ, where G is an abelian
group and Φ is an abelian 3-cocycle over G.
Lemma 4.1. Let B(V ) be a Nichols algebra of diagonal type in G
G
YDΦ, and G′ be the support group
of B(V ). Let Ψ = Φ|
G
′, then G′ is an abelian group and Ψ is an abelian 3-cocycle over G′.
Proof. Firstly we will prove that G′ is an abelian group.
Suppose V = k{X1, · · · ,Xm} and δl(Xi) = hi ⊗Xi, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since G′ is a support group of
B(V ), G′ = 〈h1, · · · , hm〉. In order to prove that G′ is abelian, we need to prove hihj = hjhi,∀1 ≤
i 6= j ≤ m. Let U = k{Xi,Xj},H = 〈hi, hj〉, then B(U) is a Nichols algebra in kHkHYDΨ|H . Therefore,
B(U)#kH is a rank 2 connected graded pointed Majid algebras. According to [24, Lemma 2.7], H
is an abelian group, so hihj = hjhi. We have proved that G
′ is an abelian group.
Next we will prove that Ψ is an abelian 3-cocycle over G′. Assume without loss of generality that
G
′ = Zm1 × · · · × Zmn = 〈g1〉 × · · · 〈gn〉, and Ψ is of the form (3.9). According to Proposition 3.14,
we only need to prove that arst = 0,∀1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n.
At first, fix a triple (r, s, t) such that 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n. Since G′ = 〈h1, · · · , hm〉, we have
gr = h
k1
1 · · · hkmm , where k1 < |h1|, · · · , km < |hm|. Here |g| means the order of g. Conversely,
hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m can be presented by the generators of G′, i.e. hi = gci11 · · · gcinn , and we get
m∑
i=1
kicil ≡
{
0 (mod ml), l 6= r;
1 (mod mr), l = r.
By (3.9)
Ψ(hi, gs, gt) =
∏
1≤j<s
ζ
cijajst
(mj ,ms,mt)
,
so
m∏
i=1
Ψ(hi, gs, gt)
ki =
∏
1≤j<s
ζ
ajst(
∑n
i=1 kicij)
(mj ,ms,mt)
= ζarst(mr ,ms,mt).
On the other hand, since kXi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m are one dimensional (kG′, Ψ˜hi)-representations,
Ψ˜hi(gs, gt) = Ψ˜hi(gt, gs). It follows by a direct computation that Ψ˜hi(gs, gt) = 1 (since s < t),
and thus
Ψ˜hi(gt, gs) = Ψ˜hi(gs, gt) = 1.
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Hence
Ψ(hi, gs, gt) =
Ψ(gs, hi, gt)
Ψ(gs, gt, hi)
=
∏
s<p<t
ζ
cipaspt
(ms,mp,mt)
[ ∏
t<q≤n
ζ
ciqastq
(ms,mt,mq)
]−1
.
Then we get
m∏
i=1
Ψ(hi, gs, gt)
ki =
m∏
i=1
{ ∏
s<p<t
ζ
cipaspt
(ms,mp,mt)
[ ∏
t<q≤n
ζ
ciqastq
(ms,mt,mq)
]−1}ki
=
∏
s<p<t
ζ
aspt(
∑m
i=1 kicip)
(ms,mp,mt)
[ ∏
t<q≤n
ζ
astq(
∑m
i=1 kiciq)
(ms,mt,mq)
]−1
=1.
So we obtain ζarst
(mr ,ms,mt)
= 1 and this implies arst = 0 since 0 ≤ arst < (mr,ms,mt). 
For our purpose of classification of Nichols algebras B(V ) of diagonal type in GGYDΦ, it is harmless
to assume in the rest of the paper that the support group of B(V ) is G and thus G is abelian and
Φ = Φa is an abelian cocycle.
Secondly, we will show that there is a nice grading on B(V ) ∈ GGYDΦ. Let V ∈ GGYDΦ be a
Yetter-Drinfeld module of diagonal type and {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ l} a canonical basis of V. Let Zl be the
free abelian group of rank l and assume that ei (1 ≤ i ≤ l) is the canonical generators of Zl. The
following fact is very important for our follow-up discussions, which is indeed [24, Lemma 4.2]. We
include a proof here for completeness and safety.
Proposition 4.2. There is a Zl-grading on the Nichols algebra B(V ) ∈ GGYDΦ by setting degXi =
ei.
Proof. Obviously, there is a Zl-grading on the tensor algebra TΦ(V ) ∈ GGYDΦ by assigning degXi =
ei. Let I = ⊕i≥i0Ii be the maximal graded Hopf ideal generated by homogeneous elements of degree
greater than or equal to 2. To prove that B(V ) is Zl-graded, it amounts to prove that I is Zl-graded.
This will be done by induction on the N-degree.
First let X ∈ I be a homogenous element with minimal degree i0. Since ∆(X) ∈ TΦ(V )⊗ I+ I⊗
TΦ(V ), X must be a primitive element, i.e., ∆(X) = X⊗1+1⊗X. SupposeX = X1+X2+· · ·+Xn,
where Xi is Zl-homogenous, and Xi and Xj have different Zl-degrees if i 6= j. Suppose ∆(Xi) =
Xi⊗1+1⊗Xi+(Xi)1⊗(Xi)2. Then we have
∑n
i=1(X
i)1⊗(Xi)2 = 0. This forces (Xi)1⊗(Xi)2 = 0
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ l since ∆ preserves the Zl-degrees. So, each Xi is a primitive element and hence
must be contained in I by the maximality of I. Therefore, Ii0 is Z
l-graded.
Then suppose that Ik := ⊕i0≤i≤kIi is Zl-graded. We shall prove that Ik+1 = ⊕i0≤i≤k+1Ii is also
Zl-graded. Let X ∈ Ik+1 and X = X1 +X2 + · · · + Xn, with each Xi being Zl-homogenous and
Xi and Xj having different Zl-degrees if i 6= j. Write ∆(Xi) = Xi ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗Xi + (Xi)1 ⊗ (Xi)2.
Since ∆(X) = X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X + (X)1 ⊗ (X)2, where (X)1 ⊗ (X)2 ∈ TΦ(V )⊗ Ik + Ik ⊗ TΦ(V ), i.e.,∑
(Xi)1⊗ (Xi)2 ∈ TΦ(V )⊗ Ik + Ik ⊗ TΦ(V ). According to the inductive assumption, TΦ(V )⊗ Ik +
Ik ⊗ TΦ(V ) is a Zl-graded space. So each (Xi)1 ⊗ (Xi)2 ∈ TΦ(V )⊗ Ik + Ik ⊗ TΦ(V ) as ∆ preserves
Zl-degrees. If there was an Xi /∈ Ik+1, then I + 〈Xi〉 is a Hopf ideal properly containing I, which
contradicts to the maximality of I. It follows that Xi ∈ Ik+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and hence Ik+1 is
also Zl-graded by the assumption on X. We complete the proof of the proposition. 
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4.2. Change of base groups. Since Nichols algebras in twisted Yetter-Drinfeld categories G
G
YDΦ
are nonassociative algebras, the structures of these algebras depend on G and 3-cocycle Φ on G.We
will call G the base group of B(V ). One of the most important methods of this paper is to change
the base groups of Nichols algebras. We need the following definition.
Definition 4.3. Let B(V ) and B(U) be Nichols algebras in GGYDΦ and HHYDΨ respectively with
dimV = dimU = l. We say B(V ) is isomorphic to B(U) if there is a Zl-graded linear isomorphism
F : B(V )→ B(U) which preserves the multiplication and comultiplication.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose V ∈ GGYDΦ and U ∈ HHYDΨ. Let G′ and H ′ be support groups of V and U
respectively. If there are a linear isomorphism F : V → U and a group epimorphism f : G′ → H ′
such that:
δ ◦ F = (f ⊗ F ) ◦ δ,(4.1)
F (g ⊲ v) = f(g) ⊲ F (v),(4.2)
Φ|G′ = f∗Ψ|H′(4.3)
for any g ∈ G′, v ∈ V. Then B(V ) is isomorphic to B(U).
Proof. Let F : TΦ|G′ (V ) → Tf∗(Ψ|H′)(U) be the multiplicative linear map such that F|V = F. It
is easy to show that F also preserves the comultiplication between TΦ|G′ (V ) and Tf∗(Ψ|H′)(U). Let{Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ l} be a canonical basis of V, then it is obviously that {Yi = F (Xi)|1 ≤ i ≤ l} is a
canonical basis of U by ((4.1)-(4.2)). Let {ei|1 ≤ i ≤ l} be the free generators of Zl. Then TΦ|G′ (V )
and Tf∗(Ψ|H′)(U) are Z
l-graded by setting deg(Xi) = deg(Yi) = ei. Note that F induces a one to
one correspondence between the set of Zl-graded Hopf ideals of TΦ|G′ (V ) and that of Tf∗(Ψ|H′)(U).
By Proposition 4.2, we know that the maximal Hopf ideals generated by homogeneous elements of
degree ≥ 2 in TΦ|G′ (V ) and in Tf∗(Ψ|H′)(U) are Zl-graded. It is obvious that F maps the maximal
Hopf ideal of TΦ|G′ (V ) to that of Tf∗(Ψ|H′)(U). Therefore, F induces a linear isomorphism fromB(V ) to B(U) which preserves multiplication and comultiplication. 
The following definition is convenient for our later expositions.
Definition 4.5. If (F, f) is an isomorphism from B(V ) to B(U) as in Lemma 4.4, then we say
B(V ) is isomorphic to B(U) through the group morphism f.
Suppose G = Z
m1
× · · ·×Z
mn = 〈g1〉× · · · 〈gn〉 and G = Zm1 × · · · ×Zmn = 〈g1〉× · · · 〈gn〉 where
mi =m
2
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let
(4.4) π : kG→ kG, gi 7→ gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
be the canonical epimorphism. Observe that π has a section
(4.5) ι : kG→ kG,
n∏
i=1
g
ij
i 7→
n∏
i=1
g
ij
i
which is not a group morphism. Let δL and ⊲ be the comodule and module structure maps of
V ∈ G
G
YDΦ. Define
ρL : V → kG⊗ V, ρL = (ι⊗ id)δL
◮: kG⊗ V → V, g ◮ Z = π(g) ⊲ Z
for all g ∈ G and Z ∈ V .
Lemma 4.6. Defined in this way, (V, ρL,◮), denoted simply by V˜ in the following, is an object in
G
GYDpi
∗Φ.
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Proof. This can be verified by direct computation:
e ◮ (f ◮ Z) = π(e) ⊲ (π(f) ⊲ Z)
= Φ˜z(π(e), π(f))(π(e)π(f)) ⊲ Z
= π˜∗(Φ)ι(z)(e, f)ef ◮ Z
for all e, f ∈ G and δL(Z) = z ⊗ Z for Z ∈ V . 
Proposition 4.7. For any Nichols algebra B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦ, the Nichols algebra B(V˜ ) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φ)
is isomorphic to B(V ). Moreover, B(V˜ ) is twist equivalent to a usual Nichols algebra.
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4. For the second, just note that
π∗(Φ) is a 3-coboundary on G by Proposition 3.15. 
To summarize so far, we have found the following route of transforming a nonassociative Nichols
algebra to a usual one:
B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦ Original Nichols algebra
❄
B(V ) ∼= B(V˜ ) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φ) Lemma 4.4+Lemma 4.6
❄
Proposition 3.15
B(V˜ ) is twisted equivalent to a usual Nichols algebra B(V )′
Figure I
Since we only want to classify finite-dimensional Majid algebras, there is no harm to assume that
all the usual Nichols algebras appearing in this paper have arithmetic root systems. According to
this diagram, each diagonal Nichols algebra B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦ is corresponding to a usual diagonal
Nichols algebra, denoted by B(V )′ for convenience, in a canonical way. Note that there is a Zl-graded
linear isomorphism B(V ) ∼= B(V )′. Thus, it is reasonable to make the following definition.
Definition 4.8. The arithmetic root system of B(V ) is defined to be that of B(V )′. That is,
△(B(V ))χ,E := △(B(V ′))χ,E by the prescribed notations in Subsection 2.5. In particular, the root
system △(B(V )) of B(V ) equals to △(B(V )′).
The aim of this section is to classify the Nichols algebras of diagonal type with arithmetic root
system in G
G
YDΦ. Using this diagram, we just need to know the following: For a usual diagonal
type Nichols algebra B with arithmetic root system, when B is gotten from a Nichols algebra
B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦ? That is, find a return trip of the above diagram.
4.3. The return trip. Keep the notations of the previous subsection. At first, we give the inverse
version of Proposition 4.7.
Lemma 4.9. Let B(V˜ ) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φ) be a Nichols algebra of diagonal type and {Yi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} be a
canonical basis of V˜ . Then B(V˜ ) is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦ through π if and only
if
(4.6) gmii ◮ Yj = Yj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
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Proof. If gmii ◮ Yj = Yj, then one can easily show V˜ is an object in
G
G
YDΦ by defining:
δL : V → kG⊗ V, δL = (π ⊗ id)ρL;
⊲ : kG⊗ V → V, g ⊲ Z = ι(g) ◮ Z.
It is obviously that (idV , π) is an isomorphism between B(V˜ ) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φ) and B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦ.
Conversely, suppose (F, π) is a isomorphism from B(V ) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φ) to B(U) ∈ G
G
YDΦ. The by
Definition 4.8 and Equation (4.2), we have F (gmii ◮ Yj) = π(g
mi
i ) ◮ F (Yj) = F (Yj). This implies
gmii ◮ Yj = Yj for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. 
Now fix a usual Nichols algebra of diagonal type B(V )′ ∈ GGYD with support group G. According
to Figure I, we need to answer the following question:
When B(V )′Ja is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦa through π? (Question (⋄))
Let {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} be a canonical basis of V. Assume that
δ′L(Xi) = hi ⊗Xi, gk ⊲′ Xj = qkjXj
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, hi ∈ G and qkj ∈ k∗, where δ′L (resp. ⊲′) is the comodule (resp.
module) structure map of B(V )′ ∈ GGYD. So there are 0 ≤ xkj, sik < mk such that
qkj = ζ
xkj
mk , hi =
n∏
k=1
gsikk
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let X = (xij)n×m. By assumption, the support group GB(V )′ = G,
{hi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} generate the group G, so there are tjl ∈ N such that
gj =
m∏
l=1
h
tjl
l , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
By S and T, we denote the matrixes (sik)m×n and (tjl)n×m. It is obvious that
(4.7) TS ≡

1 (mod m1) 0 (mod m1) · · · 0 (mod m1)
0 (mod m2) 1 (mod m2) · · · 0 (mod m2)
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 (mod mn) 0 (mod mn) · · · 1 (mod mn)
 .
With these notations, we can give the answer to Question (⋄) now.
Proposition 4.10. The twisting B(V )′Ja is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦa through π
if and only if the following congruence equalities hold:
m∑
j=1
xijtlj ≡ 0 (modmi), 1 ≤ l < i ≤ n,(4.8)
m∑
j=1
xijtij ≡ ai (modmi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,(4.9)
(
m∑
j=1
xijtlj)ml ≡ miail (modmiml), 1 ≤ i < l ≤ n.(4.10)
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Proof. By Lemma 4.9, B(V )′Ja is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦa if and only if gmii ⊲′Ja
Xj = Xj for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. By definition, we have
gmii ⊲
′
Ja
Xj =
Ja(g
mi
i , hj)
Ja(hj , g
mi
i )
gmii ⊲
′ Xj =
Ja(g
mi
i , hj)
Ja(hj , g
mi
i )
ζ
mixij
mi Xj
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Using (3.10),
Ja(g
mi
i , hj)
Ja(hj , g
mi
i )
ζ
mixij
mi =
1
ζ
aisjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n ζ
aiksikmi
mimk
ζ
mixij
mi .
So for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, equations gmii ⊲′Ja Xj = Xj are equivalent to
(4.11) ζ
mixij
mi = ζ
aisjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiksjkmi
mimk
.
Next we will show that Equations (4.11) are equal to Equations (4.8)-(4.10). At first, we assume
that (4.11) hold. Then for any 1 ≤ l ≤ n, we have
(4.12) ζ
mixijtlj
mi = ζ
aitljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiktljsjkmi
mimk
.
Consider the product of two sides of equations (4.12) for j = 1, · · · ,m, we get
(4.13)
m∏
j=1
ζ
mixijtlj
mi =
m∏
j=1
[ζ
aitljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiktljsjkmi
mimk
],
which is equal to
(4.14) ζ
∑m
j=1mixijtlj
mi = ζ
ai
∑m
j=1 tljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aik
∑m
j=1 tljsjkmi
mimk
.
When i > l, by (4.7) the Equations (4.14) become
(4.15) ζ
∑m
j=1mixijtlj
mi = 1.
These imply that
∑m
j=1 xijtlj ≡ 0 (modmi), which are the Equations (4.8). When i = l, then (4.14)
become
(4.16) ζ
∑m
j=1mixijtij
mi = ζ
aimi
mi
,
which imply the Equations (4.9). When i < l, then (4.14) become
(4.17) ζ
∑m
j=1mixijtlj
mi = ζ
ailmi
miml
,
which are the the same as the Equations (4.10).
Next, we assume that (4.8)-(4.10) hold. Clearly, the Equations (4.8)-(4.10) are equal to (4.15)-
(4.17). Consider the product of the 3-identities, we get
(4.18)
m∏
j=1
ζ
mixijtlj
mi =
m∏
j=1
[ζ
aitljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiktljsjkmi
mimk
]
for 1 ≤ i, l ≤ n. Let T′ be an m × m-matrix such that t′ij = tij for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and
otherwise t′ij = 0. From (4.7) we know that the rank of T
′ is n. So for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists
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an m×m-matrix Si = (sijk) such that
∑m
k=1 s
i
jkt
′
kl = δijδil for all 1 ≤ j, l ≤ m. Take srrl’s power of
the equation (4.18) and we have
m∏
j=1
ζ
mixijs
r
rl
tlj
mi =
m∏
j=1
[ζ
ais
r
rl
tljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiks
r
rl
tljsjkmi
mimk
].
By taking product of the identity above for 1 ≤ l ≤ m, we get
(4.19)
m∏
l=1
m∏
j=1
ζ
mixijs
r
rl
tlj
mi =
m∏
l=1
m∏
j=1
[ζ
ais
r
rl
tljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiks
r
rl
tljsjkmi
mimk
].
The left hand of the identity is
∏m
l=1
∏m
j=1 ζ
mixijs
r
rl
tlj
mi =
∏m
l=1
∏m
j=1 ζ
mixijs
r
rl
t′
lj
mi = ζ
mixir
mi
. The right
hand side is
m∏
l=1
m∏
j=1
[ζ
ais
r
rl
tljsjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiks
r
rl
tljsjkmi
mimk
]
=
m∏
l=1
m∏
j=1
[ζ
ais
r
rl
t′
lj
sjimi
mi
∏
i<k≤n
ζ
aiks
r
rl
t′
lj
sjkmi
mimk
]
= ζaisrimimi
∏
i<k≤n
ζaiksrkmi
mimk
.
Hence (4.19) is actually identical to (4.11). 
Remark 4.11. It is well-known that any finite abelian group G can be written in the form G =
〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉 such that the order of gi is divided by that of gj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. So we can
assume that mi|mj for i < j. We will keep this assumption in the rest of the paper. In this way,
the identities in (4.10) equal to
ml
mi
m∑
j=1
xijtlj ≡ ail (modml), 1 ≤ i < l ≤ n.
The above proposition implies that we don’t have many choices on the sequence a ∈ A, see (3.8).
Corollary 4.12. For the Nichols algebra B(V )′ ∈ GGYD, there is at most one a ∈ A such that
B(V )′Ja is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦa through π. Moreover, this a exists if and only
if the Equations (4.8) hold and in this case a can be taken in the following way:
(4.20) ai ≡
m∑
j=1
xijtij (modmi); ail ≡ ml
mi
m∑
j=1
xijtlj (modml); ailt = 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ i < l ≤ n and 1 ≤ i < l < t ≤ n.
Proof. By Proposition 4.10, we know that a must satisfy Equations (4.9) and (4.10). At the same
time, since we always assume that Φa is an abelian cocycle, arst = 0 for all 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n by
Proposition 3.14. Therefore, there is at most one a satisfies these conditions. Proposition 4.10 also
implies that such an a exists if and only if Equations (4.8) hold. 
Now we are in the position to find the “return trip” as follows.
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B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦa
✻ Eq. (4.8) satisfy
B(V )′Ja ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φa)
By Eq. (4.20), find Ja✻
Usual Nichols algebra B(V )′ ∈ G
G
YD
Figure II
4.4. Root datum and Classification of Nichols algebras of diagonal type with arithmetic
root systems in G
G
YDΦ. By Figure II, we want to formulate the conditions listed in Figure II by
the language of root data. Using such language, we get a complete classification of Nichols algebras
of diagonal type with arithmetic root systems in G
G
YDΦ.
Now suppose (△, χ,E) is an arithmetic root system, Dχ,E is the Dynkin diagram of (△, χ,E).
Up to twist equivalence, (△, χ,E) is uniquely determined by Dχ,E. In [19], Heckenberger classified
all the arithmetic root systems. Fix a Dynkin diagram with m vertices, we call
{qii = χ(ei, ei), q˜ij = χ(ei, ej)χ(ej , ei)|1 ≤ i, j ≤ m}
the structure constants of Dχ,E.
Definition 4.13. Let G = Z
m1
×· · ·×Z
mn be the abelian group defined as above and set mi :=m
2
i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Suppose Dχ,E is a Dynkin diagram of an arithmetic root system △χ,E and (qii, q˜ij)
is the set of structure constants. If there exist parameter matrices S and X satisfying
1. S = (sij)m×n is a matrix with integer entries 0 ≤ sij < mi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
such that there exists a matrix T = (tij)n×m satisfying (4.7).
2. X = (xij)n×m with integer entries 0 ≤ xij < mi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that
qii =
∏n
k=1 ζ
sikxki
mk
, q˜ij =
∏n
k=1 ζ
sikxkj+sjkxki
mk , and satisfy Equations (4.8).
Then we call D = D(Dχ,E,S,X) a root datum over G and moreover we call △ (resp. △χ,E) the
root system (resp. arithmetic root system) of D.
For a fixed root datum D = D(Dχ,E,S,X) over G, define a sequence a ∈ A through Equations
(4.20). Now we can define a Nichols algebra B(VD) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φa) in the following way: Let VD be
the Yetter-Drinfeld module in GGYDpi
∗(Φa) with a canonical basis {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} such that
δL(Xi) =
n∏
k=1
gsikk ⊗Xi, gi ◮ Xj = ζ
xij
mi
Ja(gi,
∏n
k=1 g
sik
k )
Ja(
∏n
k=1 g
sik
k , gi)
Xj .
Now the main result of this section can be stated as follows.
Theorem 4.14. (1) The Nichols algebra B(VD) is isomorphic to a Nichols algebra of diagonal
type with arithmetic root system in G
G
YDΦa through the group epimorphism π : G→ G.
(2) Suppose B(V ) is a Nichols algebra of diagonal type with arithmetic root system in G
G
YDΦa
and the support group is G, then there exists a root datum D over G such that B(VD) ∼= B(V )
through the group epimorphism π : G→ G.
Proof. The first statement is just a direct consequence of Figure II and the definition of a root
datum. Now we show the second statement. According to Figure I, from B(V ) one can construct a
usual Nichols algebra B(V )′. By the construction of B(V )′ we can find that B(V )′Ja is isomorphic
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to B(V ) through π. By Proposition 4.10 and the definition of a root datum, we know that there is
a root datum D over G such that B(V )′Ja = B(VD). 
Convention 4.15. By this theorem, we know that the Nichols algebra B(VD) is isomorphic to a
unique Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦa . For convenience, this Nichols algebra is denoted by B(D).
5. Classification results
In this section, all the finite-dimensional connected graded pointed Majid algebrasM of diagonal
type will be classified. The main idea is to show that the coninvariant subalgebra of M is indeed a
Nichols algebra of diagonal type and from this we can apply the classification results gotten in the
previous section.
5.1. General setup. In this section, we always assume that M is a finite-dimensional connected
coradically graded pointed Majid algebra of diagonal type. From Subsection 2.1, we know that
M0 = (kG,Φ)
where G is the group consisting of all the group-like elements and Φ is a 3-cocycle on G. Using the
same arguments given in Proposition 4.1 and our assumption that M being connected, we know
that G is abelian and Φ is an abelian cocycle. Therefore,
G = Z
m1
× · · · × Z
mn = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉
with mi|mj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and
Φ = Φa
for some a ∈ A with arst = 0 for all 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n.
Let R be the coinvariant subalgebra of M, then R is a Hopf algebra in G
G
YDΦ and
M = R#kG.
The main task of this section is to show that R is indeed a Nichols algebra in G
G
YDΦ. From the
classification results obtained in the previous section, we can classify M directly.
5.2. R is a Nichols algebra. Note that we already showed that each finite-dimensional rank 2
pointed Majid algebra is generated by group-like and skew-primitive elements in [24]. We gradually
realize that the methods developed in [24] still work for pointed Majid algebras of diagonal type.
For completeness and safety, the proof will be given though it is similar to the version of ibid..
The main result of this subsection can be stated as follows.
Proposition 5.1. In GGYDΦa , we have
R
∼= B(R1).
We give several preparations. Take a Nichols algebra B(V ) of diagonal type in G
G
YDΦa . Then
according to the Figure I, we have B(V ) ∼= B(V˜ ) ∈ GGYDpi
∗(Φa) and B(V˜ )J−1a = B(V˜ J−1a ) is a usual
Nichols algebra in GGYD. As before, we denote this usual Nichols algebra by B(V )′ and we use V ′
to denote the Yetter-Drinfeld module V˜ J
−1
a . That is, B(V )′ = B(V ′). Let {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} be a
canonical basis of V ′. Then B(V ′) ∼= T (V ′)/I where I is the Hopf ideal of T (V ′) generated by the
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polynomials in {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} listed in [6, Theorem 3.1]. In the following, let S denote the set of
these polynomials. Define a map Ψ : T∂(Ja)(V˜ ) = T∂(Ja)(V
′Ja)→ T (V ′) by
(5.1) Ψ((· · · ((Y1 ◦ Y2) ◦ Y3) · · · Yn)) =
n−1∏
i=1
Ja(y1 · · · yi, yi+1)Y1Y2 · · ·Yn
for all Yi ∈ {X1,X2, . . . ,Xm}. It is easy to see that Ψ is an isomorphism of linear spaces. The
following conclusion is [24, Lemma 4.5].
Lemma 5.2. The set Ψ−1(S) is a minimal set of defining relations of B(V ′)Ja = B(V˜ ).
We also need the following two lemmas, which were given essentially in [6] and were rephrased
as follows in [24].
Lemma 5.3. [24, Lemma 4.6] Let Z be a polynomial in S, then we have B(V ′Ja ⊕ kΨ−1(Z)) ∼=
B(V ′ ⊕ kZ)Ja .
Lemma 5.4. [24, Lemma 4.7] Let B(V ′) ∈ GGYD be a finite-dimensional Nichols algebra of diagonal
type. Suppose that Z is a polynomial in S and U ′ = V ′ ⊕ kZ, then B(U ′) is infinite-dimensional.
The following is a generalized version of [24, Propostion 4.8], where we proved it in rank two case.
Proposition 5.5. Let R = ⊕i≥0Ri be a finite-dimensional graded (not necessarily coradically
graded) Hopf algebra in G
G
YDΦ. If R is generated by R1, then R = B(R1).
Proof. Let I be an ideal of TΦ(R1) such that R = TΦ(R1)/I. Clearly, we have a surjective Hopf map
θ : R։ B(R1).
By Proposition 4.7, B(R1) is also a Nichols algebra in GGYDpi
∗(Φ) for G = Zm1 × · · · × Zmn . By
Proposition 3.15, π∗(Φ) = ∂(J). Therefore, B(R1)J
−1 ∈ GGYD is a usual Nichols algebra. Now
assume that θ is not an isomorphism, then there should be some polynomials in Ψ−1(S), which
are not contained in I by Lemma 5.2. Suppose that Ψ−1(Z) is one of those with minimal length.
Then we know that Ψ−1(Z) must be a primitive element in R. Let U = R1⊕kΨ−1(Z), then by the
preceding assumption there is an embedding of linear spaces B(U) →֒ R.
We already know that B(R1)J−1 is a finite-dimensional Nichols algebra in GGYD. It is not hard to
see that there exists R′1 ∈ GGYD such that R1 = R′J1 (since J induces an equivalence between GGYD
and GGYD∂(J) = GGYDpi
∗(Φ)). By Lemma 5.3, we have B(R′1 ⊕ Z)J = B(R1 ⊕ kΨ−1(Z)) = B(U).
Note that B(R′1⊕Z)J is infinite-dimensional due to Lemma 5.4. Hence B(U) is infinite-dimensional,
which contradicts to the assumption that R is finite-dimensional. Thus θ is an isomorphism and R
is the Nichols algebra B(R1). 
In order to prove Proposition 5.1, we still need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let R = ⊕i≥0Ri be a graded Hopf algebra in G
G
YDΦ with R0 = k1 and P (R) = R1.
Then the right dual R∗ = ⊕i≥0R∗i (resp. the left dual ∗R = ⊕i≥0∗Ri) is generated by R∗1 (resp. ∗R1).
Proof. Note that the proof of [24, Lemma 4.10] does not depend on the abelian group G and abelian
3-cocycle Φ of G. Hence we can prove the lemma in the same way. 
At last, we can prove Proposition 5.1.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. By assumption, R0 = k1 and P (R) = R1. According to Lemma 5.6,
R
∗ = ⊕i≥0R∗i is generated by R∗1. By Proposition 5.5, R∗ = B(R∗1). So we have P (R∗) = R∗1, and
∗(R∗) = R is generated by R1 according to Lemma 5.6 again. Hence R is also a Nichols algebra by
Proposition 5.5. Thus, R = B(R1).
5.3. Classification result. For a root datum D = D(Dχ,E,S,X), there is a Nichols algebra B(D)
in G
G
YDΦa , where a ∈ A is determined by Equations (4.20). Denote M(D) = B(D)#kG, then we
can formulate the main result of the paper.
Theorem 5.7. Keep the notations as before. We have
(1). The Majid algebra M(D) is a connected coradical graded pointed Majid algebra of diagonal
type over the group G. Moreover, M(D) is finite-dimensional if and only if the heights of
all restricted Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt generators of B(D) are finite.
(2). Any finite-dimensional connected coradical graded pointed Majid algebra of diagonal type
over G is isomorphic to a M(D) for some D.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 4.14. 
5.4. A corollary. In [2, Conjecture 1.4], Andruskiewitch-Schneider Conjectured that every finite-
dimensional pointed Hopf algebras over k is generated by groups-like and skew-primitive elements.
This is the so called generation problem, which plays an important role on the classification of
pointed Hopf algebras. It is true in many cases, see [6]. This conjecture was generalized to finite-
dimensional pointed Majid algebras or even to pointed finite tensor categories [13].
Corollary 5.8. Suppose M is a finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras of diagonal type, then M
is generated by group-like and skew-primitive elements.
Proof. SinceM is generated by group-like and skew-primitive elements if and only if its coradically
graded version gr(M) is, we can assume that M is coradically graded. Let R be the coinvariant
subalgebra of M, and assume that its support group is H. Then R#kH is a finite-dimensional
connected coradically graded pointed Majid algebra of diagonal type, and thus it is generated by
group-like and skew-primitive elements according to Theorem 5.7. This implies that M is also
generated by group-like and skew-primitive elements. 
6. Examples of genuine pointed Majid algebras
In this section, we provide some methods to construct genuine pointed Majid algebras from
arithmetic root systems. For each arithmetic root system △χ,E of rank θ satisfying a mild condition,
we show that there always exists a genuine pointed Majid algebra of standard typeM ∼= B(V )#kZθm,
such that the arithmetic root system of B(V ) is △χ,E. For arithmetic root systems of Cartan type,
we also provide a unified method to construct genuine finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras.
6.1. Pointed Majid algebras of standard type. Suppose that M is a pointed Majid algebra
generated by the abelian group G and skew-primitive elements {X1, · · · ,Xn} with ∆(Xi) = Xi ⊗
1 + gi ⊗ Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then as our previous paper [24], we call M is of standard type if G =
〈g1〉×· · ·×〈gn〉. This definition is transferred naturally to Yetter-Drinfeld modules and thus Nichols
algebras.
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Definition 6.1. Let V be a Yetter-Drinfeld module in G
G
YDΦa of diagonal type and V is said to
be of standard type if there exists a canonical basis X1, · · · ,Xn with degrees g1, · · · ,gn respectively
such that G = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉. The Nichols algebra B(V ) ∈ G
G
YDΦa is standard if V is so.
The definition is independent of the choice of canonical basis. If V ∈ G
G
YDΦa is a Yetter-Drinfeld
module of standard type, then B(V )#kG is a pointed Majid algebra of standard type.
Lemma 6.2. Let G = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉 = Zm1 × · · · × Zmn and Φa an abelian 3-cocycle on G.
(1). Suppose V is a Yetter-Drinfeld module of standard type in G
G
YDΦa and X1, · · · ,Xn is a
canonical basis of V . Let (xij) be the numbers satisfying gi⊲Xj = ζ
xij
m
2
i
Xj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Then we have
(6.1) xij ≡ 0 (modmi) (i > j)
(6.2) xii ≡ ai (modmi); mjxij ≡miaij (modmimj) (i < j).
(2). Conversely, let V = k{X1, · · · ,Xn} be a kG-comodule such that the degree of Xi is gi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. If we have numbers (xij)1≤i,j≤n satisfying equations (6.1), then the action
gi ⊲ Xj := ζ
xij
m
2
i
Xj , (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n)
makes V a standard Yetter-Drinfeld module in G
G
YDΦa, where the sequence a are the numbers
determined by the Equations (6.2).
Proof. (1). Let G = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gn〉 such that |gi| = m2i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By Proposition 4.7, B(V )
can be viewed as a Yetter-Drinfeld module in GGYDpi
∗(Φa) through gi ⊲ Xj = ζ
xij
m
2
i
Xj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
So B(V )J−1a ∈ GGYD. Since gi ⊲J−1a Xj =
J(gi,gj)
J(gj ,gi)
gi ⊲ X and J(gi, gj) = J(gj , gi) = 1, we have
gi ⊲J−1a Xj = ζ
xij
m
2
i
Xj . Identities (6.1)-(6.2) follow from Proposition 4.10.
(2). Follows from Proposition 4.10. 
In the following, for a root of unity q we use |q| to denote its order.
Proposition 6.3. Let △χ,E be a connected arithmetic root system of rank θ listed in [19] and let
{qii, q˜ij|1 ≤ i < j ≤ θ} be its structure constants.
(a). If there is a qii or q˜ij such that its order is not of the form p1p2 · · · pn, where p1 6= p2 6=
· · · 6= pn are prime numbers, then there is a standard Yetter-Drinfeld module V ∈ kZ
θ
m
kZθm
YDΦa
for some m and Φa such that B(V )#kZθm is a genuine pointed Majid algebra of standard
type, and the arithmetic root system of B(V ) is equal to △χ,E.
(b). If the order of each qii and q˜ij is of the form p1p2 · · · pn for some distinct prime numbers
p1, p1, · · · , pn, then there is no standard Yetter-Drinfeld modules in kZ
θ
m
kZθm
YDΦa for all m ≥ 1
and Φa 6= 1.
Proof. (a). Firstly, we define a function υ : N→ N by
(6.3) υ(k) =
{
k + 1, if k is odd;
k, if k is even.
Let Υ be the map
Υ : N −→ N(6.4)
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k = pN11 p
N2
2 · · · pNnn 7→ Υ(k) = pυ(N1)1 pυ(N2)2 · · · pυ(Nn)n .(6.5)
Here p1, p2, · · · pn are mutually distinct prime numbers. Let mi = |qii|,mij = |q˜ij | for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ.
Bym we denote the minimal positive number such that Υ(mi)|m and Υ(mij)|m for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ.
Then it is obvious that
√
m is a positive integer, since all
√
Υ(mi),
√
Υ(mij), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ are
integers. Let m =
√
m.
Next we will show that there is a standard Yetter-Drinfeld module V ∈ kZθm
kZθm
YDΦa for some
nontrivial 3-cocycle Φa on Zθm. Suppose g1, · · · ,gθ are free generators of Zθm, that is Zθm = 〈g1〉 ×
· · · × 〈gθ〉, and V = k{X1, · · · ,Xθ} a Zθm-graded vector space. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ, define
(6.6) xij =

m2
mi
, if i = j ;
0, if q˜ij = 1, i 6= j ;
0, if q˜ij 6= 1 and i > j;
m2
mij
, if q˜ij 6= 1 and i < j .
According to (2) of Lemma 6.2, gi ⊲ Xj = ζ
xij
m2
Xj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ makes V a standard Yetter-Drinfeld
module in
kZθm
kZθm
YDΦa , where the sequence a is determined by Equations (6.2). Since ζxii
m2
= ζ
m2
mi
m2
= qii,
ζ
xij
m2
ζ
xji
m2
= ζ
m2
mij
m2
= q˜ij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ, we prove that the arithmetic root system of B(V ) is equal to
△χ,E.
At last, we will show that a is nonzero. From the assumption of the first part of the proposition,
there is an element ζ in {qii, q˜ij} satisfying the following conditions:
C.1 |ζ| = pN11 pN22 · · · pNnn and there exists some l such that Nl ≥ 2. Here p1, p2, · · · , pn are
mutually distinct prime numbers.
C.2 pNl+1l ∤ mi, p
Nl+1
l ∤ mij if mi 6= |ζ|,mij 6= |ζ|.
If ζ = qii for some i, then by the definition of m and the choice of ζ, we have m ∤ m
2
mi
, which implies
ai 6= 0 (mod m) by Equations (6.2). Similarly, if ζ = q˜ij for some i, j, then one can prove that
aij 6= 0 (mod m) by (6.2). We have proved that a is nonzero.
(b). Suppose there is a standard Yetter-Drinfeld module V in
kZθm
kZθm
YDΦa for some m ≥ 1 and Φa.
Then we will prove that Φa = 1.
On the one hand, let {X1, · · · ,Xθ} be a canonical basis of V and {g1, · · · ,gθ} the corresponding
degrees. Since V is standard Yetter-Drinfeld module, Zθm = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gθ〉. Let (xij)1≤i,j≤θ be
the numbers defined by gi ⊲ Xj = ζ
xij
m2
Xj, 0 ≤ xij < m2. So by Equations (6.2), we have
xii ≡ ai (mod m), 1 ≤ i ≤ θ;(6.7)
xil ≡ ail (mod m), 1 ≤ i < l ≤ θ.(6.8)
On the other hand, since the order of ζxii
m2
= qii is of the form p1 · · · pn, where p1, · · · , pn are
mutually distinct prime numbers, we have p1 · · · pn|m, and hence m|xii. This implies that ai = 0
by Equations (6.7). Similarly, from Equations (6.8) one can show that aij = 0,≤ i < j ≤ θ. 
According to this proposition, we can construct a big class of genuine pointed Majid algebras
such that the corresponding Nichols algebras have arithmetic root systems.
Example 6.4. Let △χ,E be an arithmetic root system of the following type:
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Table 6.1. The number m associated to each arithmetic root system
Arithmetic root systems m
1. Rank 2: cases 1-4, 10; rank 3: cases 1-8, 10; m = Υ(|q|), if 2 | |q|;
rank 4: cases 1-14, rank ≥ 5: cases 1-4, 7-10, 22 m = 2Υ(|q|), if 2 ∤ |q|
2. Rank 2: cases 5 m = Υ(|q|), if 3 | |q|;
m = 3Υ(|q|), if 3 ∤ |q|
3. Rank 2: cases 7-9 m = 6
4. Rank 2: cases 11 m = 4
5. Rank 2: cases 12 m = 12
6. Rank 2: cases 14 m = 10
7. Rank 3: cases 18 m = 3
8. Rank 4: cases 22, Rank 5: cases 14,19 m = 2
1. Rank 2 arithmetic root systems of cases 1-5, 7-12, 14 as listed in [19, Table 1],
2. Rank 3 arithmetic root systems of cases 1-8, 10, 18 as listed in [19, Table 2],
3. Rank 4 arithmetic root systems of cases 1-14, 22 as listed in [19, Table 3],
4. Higher rank (≥ 5) arithmetic root systems of cases 1-4, 7-10, 14, 19, 22 as listed in [19,
Table 4],
such that the parameter q (if there is a parameter q in the root system) is a root of unity, and the
order of q is of the form pN11 p
N2
2 · · · pNnn , where p1, p2, · · · , pn are mutually distinct prime numbers,
n ≥ 3 and there exists at least one Ni ≥ 2 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The we can construct a genuine
pointed Majid algebras of standard type M = B(V )#kZθm such that the arithmetic root system of
B(V ) is △χ,E, where the number m is listed in Table 6.1.
Explicitly, let Zθm = 〈g1〉 × · · · × 〈gθ〉 and V = k{X1, · · · ,Xθ} be a Zθm-graded vector space with
degXi = gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ θ. Define
(6.9) gi ⊲ Xj =
 qiiXi, if i = j ;q˜ijXj , if i < j ;
Xj , if i > j .
Then V ∈ kZθm
kZθm
YDΦa , a is determined by Equations (6.2). According to Proposition 6.3, Φa is
nontrivial and M = B(V )#kZθm is a genuine pointed Majid algebra such that the arithmetic root
system of B(V ) is △χ,E.
Remark 6.5. The preceding construction provides many new examples of finite-dimensional pointed
Majid algebras. It is obvious thatM = B(V )#kZθm is finite-dimensional if and only if B(V ) is finite-
dimensional, which is completely determined by its arithmetic root system (= △χ,E). When △χ,E
is of rank 2, or of Cartan type, the the associated pointed Majid algebra M = B(V )#kZθm is finite-
dimensional. For other cases, it is an open question whether the corresponding Nichols algebras is
finite-dimesional or not.
6.2. Finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras of Cartan type. In this subsection, we
will give more examples of genuine finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras. Let △χ,E be an
arithmetic root system. If △ is a root system of a complex semisimple Lie algebra, then we call
△χ,E an arithmetic root system of Cartan type.
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Definition 6.6. LetM be a finite-dimensional connected graded pointed Majid algebra. By Theorem
5.7, there exists a root datum D = D(Dχ,E ,S,X) such thatM =M(D). If the arithmetic root system
of D is of Cartan type, then we say that M is a pointed Majid algebra of Cartan type.
According to [19], if B(V ) is a usual Nichols algebra of diagonal type with finite root system, and
the rank of B(V ) is θ, then there exist a bicharacter χ on Zθ and a basis E such that △(B(V ))χ,E
is an arithmetical root system. In fact, arithmetic root systems include more information than
root systems of Nichlos algebras. For instance, all the rank 1 Nichols algebras have the same root
system, i.e., {α,−α}, but there are both finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional rank 1 Nichols
algebras, hence have different arithmetic root systems.
Suppose C = (cij)1≤i,j≤θ is a finite Cartan matrix and we say 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ θ are connected if there
exist k1, k2, · · · , kn such that ci,k1 , ck1k2 , · · · , ckn−1kn , ckn,j are nonzero numbers. In this subsection,
we will prove the following conclusion.
Proposition 6.7. Suppose that △ is a finite root system of Cartan type, then there exist an abelian
group G and a root datum D = D(Dχ,E,S,X) over G, such that M(D) is a finite-dimensional
genuine pointed Majid algebra and the root system of D is △.
Proof. Let C = (cij)1≤i,j≤θ be the finite Cartan matrix corresponding to △, D = δ(d1, · · · , dθ) the
diagonal matrix such that DC is symmetric. Let J be the set of connected components of {1, · · · , θ}.
Fix an order < on J. For each I ∈ J, define a positive odd integer mI > 2 satisfying
T1. If I, I ′ ∈ J and I < I ′, then mI|mI′;
T2. If I is of type G3, we assume that 3 ∤mI.
Let qI = ζ
m
2
I
be a primitive m2I-th root of unity, and qii = q
di
I , i ∈ I, I ∈ J. For all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ θ,
define qij = q
−dicij
ii , qji = 1. Let E = {e1, · · · , eθ} be the canonical basis of Zθ and χ a bicharacter
on Zθ given by
χ(ei, ej) = qij, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ.
Then it is obvious that△χ,E is an arithmetic root system. SetG = Zm1×· · ·×Zmθ = 〈g1〉×· · ·×〈gθ〉,
here mi =mI, i ∈ I. Next we will show that there exists a root datum D = D(Dχ,E,S,X) over G.
Let S = (sij)1≤i,j≤θ be the identity matrix, i.e., sij = δij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ, then the inverse matrix
T = (tij) is also identity matrix. For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ, define X = (xij)1≤i,j≤θ through
xij =
 di, i = j;−dicij , i < j;
0, i > j.
Then we have
m∑
j=1
xijtkj = xik ≡ 0 (modmi), 1 ≤ k < i ≤ n,
which implies (4.8).
According to the definition of xij , it is obvious that
∏n
k=1 ζ
sikxki
mk
= ζxiimi = qii, here mi = m
2
i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ θ. When i < j, we have ∏nk=1 ζsikxkj+sjkxkimk = q−xijij = qijqji = q˜ij. This implies
D = D(Dχ,E ,S,X) is a root datum over G. Since ai ≡ xii = di (modmi), ai 6= 0 for each i. Hence
a is nontrivial, which implies that M(D) is genuine.
Finally we prove that M(D) is finite-dimensional. We need to show that for any α ∈ △+, the
nilpotent index Nα is finite. Let △I be the root system corresponding to I ∈ J, it is obvious that
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△ = ⋃I∈J△I . Let G be the bigger group define by G and π, ι, see the sentences before Lemma
4.6. We know that there exists a 2-cocycle J on G, such that U = V˜ (D)
J−1
∈ kG
kGYD and B(U) and
B(D) have the same root system. Because the nilpotent index of a root vector is invariant under
twisted deformation by J , we only need to prove the nilpotent index of the arithmetic root vector of
B(U) is finite. According to [4, Theorem 5.1] and (T2), for all α ∈ △+I , I ∈ JNα = NI = |qii|, i ∈ I,
hence must be finite.
We complete the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 6.8. From the proof of the proposition, we see that there are many choices of G, hence
many pointed Majid algebra associated to each arithmetic root system of Cartan type. This also
provides a large class of examples of new genuine finite-dimensional pointed Majid algebras.
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